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In my work, as well as i n my life, I have always
tried to maintain an ‘en chanted cottage’
vision where everyone and everything is
transformed into some thing beautiful . . .
[where] every flower i s flawless, and my
friends and I haven’t aged a day over 35.
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Man in Plastic Bag #8, 1996, graphite on paper. 33 x 27 inches.
Estate of Manon Cleary.

preface

The Arts Club of Washington is honored
to be the venue for the important
exhibition Manon Cleary, Obsessive
Observer: A New Perspective Through
Her Photographic Studies. Manon
Cleary (1942 – 2011) was a member
of the Arts Club of Washington and an
important figure in the Washington, D.C.
arts community. In addition to being a
great artist, Cleary was also a teacher,
curator, writer, activist, and collector. The
exhibition of her works in oil, graphite,
gouache, and photography allows the
viewer to see the extent and expanse of
her creative spirit and process.
F. Steven Kijek, Cleary’s husband,
conceived and produced the exhibition
focusing on her use of photography,
an area previously unexplored in
Cleary’s prior exhibitions. The Arts Club
appreciates the opportunity to join with
Kijek in presenting this important aspect
of Cleary’s creative process to the public
in this exhibition. We also appreciate
the assistance of Dr. Jack Rasmussen,
Director and Curator of the American
University Museum at the Katzen Arts
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introduction by guest curator

Center, in his role as guest curator of the
exhibition. His knowledge of Cleary and
her work in the context of Washington
artists further allows Cleary’s art to be
considered from different perspectives.
We would like to thank the members
of the Arts Club, and especially the
members of the Exhibition Committee,
for their support of Manon Cleary,
Obsessive Observer: A New Perspective
Through Her Photographic Studies. This
ground-breaking exhibition supports
The Arts Club’s mission statement that
our purpose is the promotion of visual,
literary, and musical arts through public
education, study and participation.
Finally, we want to acknowledge the
contributions of Nichola Hays, Arts Club
of Washington Gallery Manager, for
her effort in coordinating this complex
exhibition, securing loans from multiple
lenders, managing the installation
of the works, and assisting F. Steven
Kijek in arranging for the various public
programs being held at the Arts Club in
conjunction with the exhibition.

Manon Cleary used her exquisite technique
to depict a different universe. Perhaps
not quite the spiritual universe Duccio di
Buoninsegna revealed in his 13th century
altarpieces, but a sensual one that was
similarly beyond our reach. Her academic
training and use of photography may have
steered her away from the hierarchical and
perspectival distortions Duccio employed
for spiritual impact, but Cleary was in no
sense a photo-realist. She was a conjurer;
tempting us with a world just outside our
bourgeois lives, a world of flesh and bones,
longing, and loss.
Viewers could conceivably be troubled
by comparisons between Cleary and
Duccio. After all, Duccio was one of the
greatest masters of religious painting
and an innovator who helped usher in the
Renaissance. Cleary was not a religious
painter—she was a true bohemian,
rebellious to any form of authority in the
buttoned-down city of Washington. But
Cleary’s unconventional lifestyle and
unorthodox beliefs had more in common
with Duccio than one might think. Duccio
“…failed to appear for military duty; and

on various occasions he was fined for
nonpayment of debts, for creating a
public disturbance, and even for what
appears to have been the suspicion of
practicing magic.” i
By comparison with Duccio, Cleary
was a solid citizen, though there is no
question that she, too, practiced magic.
Watching her on the floor, working
by the light of her slide projector, one
could only gape at the genius that
allowed her to transform what she felt
into flesh and blood… a kind of reverse
transubstantiation. She was just what
we needed in this city of pours, chevrons,
and stripes. We recognized our nature in
Cleary’s work—the darker side we tried
to forget.
Just as Duccio led painting away from the
hermetic rigidity of medieval icons to the
greater naturalism of the Renaissance,
Cleary was also an innovator who
helped us leave behind the formalism
of the Washington Color School in favor
of a greater humanism in our art. Her
paintings point us towards the path
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of our own potential Renaissance in
Washington. When Cleary passed away
in 2011, she was just beginning to be
recognized nationally for the master
she was. If her latest paintings were not
yet being carried through the streets
of Washington by adoring and reverent
throngs as were Duccio’s through the
streets of Sienna, she just needed a bit
more time than she had. We are starting
to catch up to Cleary and her role in the
rebirth of painting.
I am grateful to the Arts Club of
Washington for taking one more step
in the process of recognizing fully, at
last, what Manon Cleary’s art means
for us. Cleary left us a better picture of
ourselves. Maybe not our “better” selves,
but she made us whole in the same way
Duccio’s achievements led to Caravaggio
realistically rendering our sensual and
emotional nature. We are imperfectly
human and, like Cleary, we long for what
we cannot have.
i. Ernest T. DeWald, Italian Painting 1200–1600 (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965).
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MANON CLEARY’S
art and PHOTOGRAPHY

T

he human figure has been an
enduring presence throughout
art history, persisting even when
the prevailing mood was hostile toward
artists who chose to depict figures in representational terms. This was especially
true during the middle and into the late
20th century, when Abstract Expressionism was all the rage in America, and art
critics vigorously promoted non-objective
art, while condemning representational
work as reactionary.
By the 1960s, some intrepid artists were
exploring new possibilities for creative,
realist expression. They sought ways, as
representational painter Philip Pearlstein
put it, “to figure out how to be a realist, but
not in the old terms.”
Artists like Pearlstein carried the torch
for realism from the 1960s on, regaining
acceptability for the idea that one could
work directly from observation, relying
largely on time-honored practices and
modes of perception learned from study
of Western art. There was no single
defining characteristic under the umbrella
of realism, although efforts were made
to assign artists to such categories as
classical realism, social realism, photorealism, and magic realism.
Manon Cleary
Manon Cleary (1942-2011) was one of a
kind. Beautiful, intense, ambitious, gener-
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2.

Self Portrait, 1978, graphite on paper. 29 x 23 inches.
Estate of Manon Cleary.

ous, well-trained, knowledgeable, and
supremely talented, she produced a body
of art that is different, challenging, and of
enduring aesthetic quality. Her restless,
inquiring mind and adventurous spirit
constantly drove her to seek new fields to
conquer that stretched her artistic skills
and imagination. Her crowning achievement was to harness the qualities of photography in the cause of subtle, nuanced
oil and graphite nudes.

tions. Her compelling self-portraits, both
in oil paintings and graphite drawings,
benefited from numerous photographs
and are intriguing ventures into imaginative techniques carried out with consummate skill.
Cleary was often described as a photorealist, but she resisted that categorization, saying that although she worked
from photographs, “I think my imagery is
more personal than traditional photo-

Her restless, inquiring mind and adventurous spirit constantly
drove her to seek new fields to conquer that stretched her
artistic skills and imagination. Her crowning achievement was
to harness the qualities of photography in the cause of subtle,
nuanced oil and graphite nudes.
Cleary, who started out while Abstract Expressionism was still riding high, built her
art on traditional approaches, while also
finding new sources of inspiration and
innovation in using photographs to depict
the figure, portraits, and self-portraits.
Few were aware that Cleary was a skilled
photographer and master of darkroom
processes, who made images integral to
her paintings and drawings.
Particularly in her late work she played on
the nuanced qualities of light and movement, imbuing her nude self-portraits with
grace and dignity in fascinating composi-

realism.” She also stated that she had
“no feel” for abstraction.
Born an identical twin in St. Louis, MO,
Cleary decided early on to become an artist. As she told Washington photographer
Paul Feinberg in a series of interviews, “I
believe I was meant to make art; to me,
it’s like having a hobby and a job that are
one and the same… The whole process of
creating a painting is extremely pleasurable for me. I feel arrogantly special
because not many people can do what I
can do.”
While earning her bachelor’s degree at
Washington University in 1964, Cleary
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Cleary should be best known for her stark, meticulously accurate oil paintings and soft, exquisitely
rendered black and white graphite drawings, primarily of herself in varied poses. These images,
involving the transformation of photographs, are all about light, specifically the manipulation of
light to explore its different subtleties and effects—direct and reflected—on the human body.
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Manon Cleary with her twin sister,
Shirley, 1949. Photo © Eilene Maret.
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Idol, 1969, acrylic on canvas. 50 x 45
inches. Courtesy of F. Steven Kijek.
An example of Cleary’s “Pop” series.

5.

Juicer, 1969, acrylic on canvas.
36 x 36 inches. Private collection.

6.

Manon Cleary in Venice, Italy, 1968.

7.

Headlights, 1970, acrylic on canvas.
Collection fo the Corcoran Gallery of
Art. Another example of Cleary’s post
graduate work.

8.
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Unicorn Rate #1, 1995, oil on canvas.
48 x 60 inches. Private collection.
This work illustrates how Manon
used light from well-defined sources,
generally located above and outside
the painting, to bring life and drama
to this painting.

8.
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received academic training in drawing and
painting. She earned a master’s degree
from the Tyler School of Art at Temple
University in 1968, and spent a year in
Rome where she observed the work of
the Old Masters. This training provided
her with the tools to become a successful
professional artist, bolstered by a deep understanding of art history. Rome, she later
recalled, was “the first time that I started to
think about making art that had something
to do with me as opposed to just a continuation of classroom assignments.”
Cleary settled in Washington in 1970,
beginning over three decades of teaching
art at what is now the University of the
District of Columbia. She became a well-

known personality around town, made her
idiosyncratically decorated residence/studio in the Beverly Court building in Adams
Morgan a gathering place for lively friends
and acquaintances, and was a generous
mentor to countless younger artists. Her
death at age 69 was mourned in the Washington art world and around the country.
Manon Cleary, Obsessive Observer: A New
Perspective through her Photographic
Studies offers an opportunity to see some
of her most innovative work, while providing
insights into her motivations and techniques. It suggests why her multi-faceted
oeuvre has been variously described as
obsessive, disturbing, eccentric, iconic,
breath-taking, and lyrical. This display also

documents why, during her lifetime, she
was generally recognized as the Washington area’s best figurative painter.
Early on, Cleary experimented with Pop
Art (Fig. 4, 5, and 7, page 8) and depictions of exotic flowers, none of which she
found satisfying. A superb draftsman,
Cleary was transfixed by the effects of
light on the human body. Gradually she
created images drawn from personal
experiences and based on photographs.
Often using her own body as subject
matter, she acknowledged that “all of my
work is about self.” She was also fearless,
creating empathetic portraits of white rats
and unsparing studies of male nudes.

Cleary should be best known for her stark,
meticulously accurate oil paintings and
soft, exquisitely rendered black and white
graphite drawings, primarily of herself in
varied poses. These images, involving the
transformation of photographs, are all
about light, specifically the manipulation
of light to explore its different subtleties
and effects—direct and reflected—on
the human body. In evolving this lightfocused style that Lenore Miller, director
of the Luther Brady Gallery at George
Washington University calls “Painterly Realism,” Cleary reflected several disparate
influences. Cleary’s friend, art critic Jean
Lawlor Cohen, who curated Manon Cleary:
A Retrospective at the old Edison Place

Gallery in 2006, observed in her exhibition
catalogue essay that “Certainly the label
‘magic realism’ honors her sleight-ofhand, her making art out of something (a
photo) that is itself an illusion.”
Caravaggio
Cleary’s decision to become a figurative
artist emphasizing the effects of light was
inspired by her exposure in Rome to the
work of Michelangelo Mersi—known as
Caravaggio (1571-1610). The tempestuous Italian painter positioned models in
dark environments, selectively illuminating
them with external light sources. Some
scholars suggest that Caravaggio trans-
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posed figures onto canvas by utilizing an
early camera obscura. Cleary, of course,
had actual cameras at her disposal.
What intrigued Cleary was how Caravaggio used light from well-defined sources,
generally located above and outside the
painting. His scenes of dark interiors
are strikingly illuminated by single or
multiple shafts of light that strike various
surfaces, creating dramatic contrasts
between light and shade.

Caravaggio masterworks that resonate

lives on not only in his magnificent paintings, but in the art of admirers like Cleary.

with Cleary’s art include Narcissus (circa
1598), in which the title figure is illumi-

Photography

nated by swatches of light and shade
that dramatically pivot on the lad’s fully
lit knee, and St. John the Baptist (16011602), portraying a full-body profile of a
curly-haired youth, posed in a manner
akin to Cleary’s self-portraits, with strategic beams of light reflecting off portions

Cleary found that photographs of nudes
were a particularly useful way to record
and store information and an efficient
means of studying the effects of light and
shadow on the human body.
According to her husband, F. Steven Kijek,
“She would put the timer on the camera,

of his body. Caravaggio’s unique genius

go get in position, and then the camera
would take a picture….[B]y working in her
darkroom or sending specific instructions
if sent out for processing, she was able to
capture different exposures of the same
position from the same photograph.” The
different exposures “allowed her to see the
darkness, contrast, and light more clearly.”
Discussing her working techniques, Cleary
said that her graphites and oils were
“not necessarily…[in] fidelity to my photo
sources. I would like the viewer to notice
the unique interpretation—the ‘me’—that I
bring to my work, as well as the overlooked
beauty and color I bring to an image.”
Gerhard Richter

9.
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Contact prints from photographic study for
Nude, 1994 shown below.

Few artists have used photography as
Cleary did. A notable exception is the influential contemporary German artist Gerhard
Richter (b. 1932). Some of his most interesting art is based on photos, often taken
by himself, or newspaper and magazine
iconography, which he melds into largeformat, grey-scale paintings. Like Cleary,
Richter does not simply enlarge and copy
photographs as large-scale paintings;
rather, he changes them in the process of
reusing them, frequently blurring the focus
of pictures, infusing them with a new aura.

10. Nude,1994, graphite on rag paper.
23 x 29 inches. Estate of Manon Cleary.

In his work from the 1960s, Richter
smudged paintings of clippings and snap-

shots by feathering the paint or smearing
it while still wet and relied on grisaille—
shades of grey—to add to the ambiguity
of the images. Whether transforming
a magazine clipping of a fashionable
woman striding down a flight of steps, or
transposing a photo of family members
enjoying themselves in a speeding motor
boat, translating a shot of his father holding his dog, he created hazy, exquisitely
refined grisaille paintings.
While Richter worked in oils and Cleary in
graphite, their results are similarly striking
and compelling. Kijek recalls Cleary’s excited sense of kinship with Richter while
viewing a Richter retrospective at the
Hirshhorn Museum in 2003.
Oil and Graphite
The manner in which Cleary used a series
of photos for guidance on light and shadow
in an oil painting are demonstrated in the
images leading up to Mystery Series #2
(Fig. 13, page 12). Close inspection of
each photo reveals the subtle changes
in the impact of the light, which Cleary
sorted out for the desired look in the final
canvas. In the painting, light floods the
profile of her body on the left and captures highlights in her cascading hair. The
standing figure is brightly illuminated on
her backside, and shadowed on her left

11.
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11. Using natural light source from a window in his bedroom, Cleary captured
various poses as compositional study for Jim, 1994.
12. Jim, 1994, oil on canvas. 8 x 12 inches. Estate of Manon Cleary.

side. A shaft of light brightens the animal
skull. It is an aesthetically pleasing composition that harks back to Caravaggio.
Cleary believed “everyone has a period of
peak physical beauty, a time when they
discover and feel satisfied with their exterior beauty....I took enough photos in my 30s
that I could do nude and self-portraits long
after my body sagged. My self-portraits
look the way I saw myself in the mirror—
minus all my imperfections. A reviewer in
Art in America said my self-portraits were
a ‘triumph in narcissism!’—perfect!”
Her technical finesse with oil paint and
with graphite is demonstrated by comparing a 1994 oil and acrylic, Jim (Fig.
12, page 11), and a 1994 graphite on rag
paper, Nude (Fig. 10, page 10) . While the
poses are somewhat different, the artist
has made spectacular use of chiaroscuro
effects—strongly contrasting tones of
light and shade—with dramatic lights and
darks developed in continuously blended,
modulated gradations ranging from white
to black.
Mastering Graphite
With much effort, Cleary mastered
graphite drawings of form, perspective,
foreshortening, and light of the human
figure. “It was difficult,” she told Feinberg,

12.
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14.

13. Mystery Series #2, 1988, oil on canvas
60 x 48. Courtesy of Steve Krensky.
Photo © F. Steven Kijek.

13.

Cleary believed “everyone
has a period of peak
physical beauty, a time
when they discover and feel
satisfied with their exterior
beauty ... My self-portraits
look the way I saw myself in
the mirror—minus all my
imperfections. A reviewer in
Art in America said my selfportraits were a ‘triumph in
narcissism!’—perfect!”
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“to make up the technique as I had no
precedent. It was necessary to teach myself how to use the medium and to figure
out what papers and erasers would work
best. I also had to learn how much I could
abuse the surface without destroying it.”
“Since she painted in the style of the Old
Masters with glazing and using many,
many thin layers of pigment on a canvas,”
says Kijek, “she almost duplicated that
technique using graphite.” Cleary utilized
powdered graphite on paper for her drawings. Paper, however, can only accept a
certain amount of graphite before it is no
longer absorbed and starts collecting on
its surface. Her solution was to use a fixative that created an additional adhesive

14. In many of Cleary’s photographic
studies, she uses a self-timer to
capture various compositions.

layer on top of the paper—the graphite
adhered to the fixative, creating another
layer on the paper. She would repeat
this process, building layer upon layer
of graphite on one sheet of paper that
would normally only be able to receive
a limited amount of graphite. A mineral
whose crystalline formation is tabular and
reflects light, graphite was well-suited to
Cleary’s purposes.
The multi-layered end result gave depth,
sparkle, and luminosity to her drawings.
As Cleary put it, “There’s a glow to graphite
that you just don’t get from charcoal; that
you don’t get from anything else like it.”
“The graphite drawings literally look like

13.

platinum print or silver print photographs,
because of the play of reflected light,” says
Kijek. Under glass, which drastically distorts
reflections of the image, however, Cleary’s
graphites lose much of their sparkle.
While retaining some debt to Caravaggio’s chiaroscuro in paintings, here Cleary
leaned more toward sfumato—the soft
gradation of light tones into dark ones,
eliminating sharply defined contours. Perhaps she had in mind Leonardo da Vinci’s
comment about light and shade that they
should blend imperceptibly “without lines
or borders, in the manner of smoke.”
The darkened photos that preceded a
1978 Self Portrait (page 9), while helpful
in rendering the pronounced shadings of
the final graphite image, are far different
from the pose depicted in the drawing.

15. Self Portrait with Randy, 1977, graphite on paper.
39 x 27 inches. Estate of Manon Cleary.

That pose offered the opportunity not only
to record the spectacular lighting from
the left of her bent leg, and the contrasting darkness defining the separation of
her leg from the rest of her body, but also
to show details of her ankle and toes and
the splayed fingers of her right hand. This
work is in the permanent collection at The
Art Institute of Chicago (Fig. 47, page 36).
Series
Cleary often referred to her need to avoid
inertia in her art by constantly taking on
new challenges. Explaining why she created so many series on different themes
in her mature career, Cleary said that
“stagnation is very detrimental to an artist’s work. Working is no longer a pleasure
when you have to make art that looks like
your art. The movement from one image

to another is what makes art interesting to me. I’ll reach a point where I’ll just
become exhausted and say, ‘Okay, that’s
it,’ and then I’ll take up something else.”
While there is some overlap among
Cleary’s graphite series, in each she
sought out new challenges, searching
for artistic progression by extending
the reach of her techniques and refining
her final compositions. Increasingly, her
graphite drawings became more subtle
and carefully focused in a manner that
would make da Vinci smile.
The culminating works of Cleary’s career
focused on a series of sensitive graphite portrayals in which she modified the
extreme contrasts of light and dark in
favor of following the classical technique
of sfumato. This softened the transi-
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tion from darkest shadow to brightest
highlights, and created gradations of light
tones into darker ones, with smooth contours, letting smoky light define curves.
For Nude, a 1994 graphite (Fig. 10, page
10), Cleary assumed a dreamy, sensuous
pose leaning back against a satin pillow.
The straightforward graphite is drawn
from the same photograph but offers
subtle changes in the effects of light:
it is considerably brighter on her body
than in the photos, her left breast is less
prominent, and the sheen of the pillow
is heightened.
In her Male Nude graphite (Fig. 17, page
15), Cleary brightened the light from
photographs to emphasize the muscular
torso, and obscured the head in a haze
that suggests movement.
In Self Portrait #6 (Fig. 23, page 18), from
her Movement Series, one photograph
reveals a window as the source of light,
while her supple body creates a sense
of movement. The resulting drawing
obscures the light, which falls on her
carefully positioned body in a way that
patches of darkness and light enhance its
compositional appeal.
In a 1984 Movement Series #7 graphite
(Fig. 25, page 19), her body assumes
a quite different pose from the photographs, which were created from a higher perspective, with her head cropped
out, except for her long tresses, and
more pronounced light and dark effects.
The graphite version does incorporate
the dark band across her right leg, which
also appears in one of the photos, and
the subtle shading on her right bicep.
Cleary estimated that she spent three
days on “darkroom work,” developing and
printing film, “with variations in photo papers, filters and exposure time, producing
approximately 10-15 different ‘images’
per negative for each potential drawing ...
Each drawing, which resembled no single
photo source, took between 60-100 hours
to complete.”
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A good example of that process is Steve’s
Manon (Fig. 19, page 16), in which she
photographed herself from above, curled
up on a quilt, and then used the images
for the finished, softly stroked, evocative
drawing. One difference is that the quilt is
delicately lit and precisely rendered in the
graphite drawing, whereas it shows little
definition in the photographs. The pose
and execution put one in mind of equally
smooth, carefully lit Odalisques in the
1810s–1830s by Jean Auguste Dominique
Ingres, which are so precise that they look
like photographs.
A standout from this period is Cleary’s
graphite of her curled up body on a
striped rug, Movement Series #7 (Fig. 41,
page 32). The careful shading of the body,
with highlights here and there, suggests
a bronze statue, while the blurring of the
head suggests movement.
Cleary’s Mysteries Series was inspired in
part by the great frieze, awash in red, in
the Villa of Mysteries (50 B.C.) at Pompeii,
and in part by bleached animal bones she
collected in Wyoming.
For an oil painting, Mysteries Series #4
(Fig. 27, page 21), photographs document
Cleary’s body with her brightly lit back
while cupping an animal vertebra in her
hands. The ritualistic position was likened
by Jean Lawlor Cohen to a “eucharistic
pose.” Of note is the narrow shaft of light
on Cleary’s left arm in both the photo and
the painting. Illuminated bones stand out
against the red floor drape. Critics hailed
this picture as the standout in a 1989
exhibition at Washington’s Osuna Gallery.
Mysteries Series #3 (Fig. 29, page 23) is
unusual because it depicts a three-quarter’s view of the resolute artist’s face, albeit shadowed, looking toward the viewer,
while Mysteries Series #3a (Fig. 30,
page 24) features a mysterious, cloaked
person, who seems intent on striking the
crouched artist.
In many ways the pinnacle of Cleary’s career was meeting the challenges posed by
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The culminating works of
Cleary’s career focused on
a series of sensitive graphite
portrayals in which she
modified the extreme contrasts
of light and dark in favor
of following the classical
technique of sfumato.
16. Photographic studies for Gene II, 1974.

17.
17. Gene II, 1974, graphite on paper. 36 x 29 inches. Estate of Manon Cleary.
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18.

20.

19.

21.

18. Once Cleary decided on a composition, she made multiple exposures of an image so that she can clearly observe the subtles of light and shadow.

20. This is first artwork that lead her to two decades of work on the Movement Series.

19. Steve’s Manon, 1988, graphite on paper. 21 x 27. Estate of Manon Cleary.

21. Randy, 1978, graphite on paper. Private collection.
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22.

24.

23.
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25.

22. Photographic study for Self Portrait #6, ca. 1980s.

24. Contact prints for photographic study for Movement Series #7, ca. 1980s.

23. Self Portrait #6 of Movement Series, ca. 1980s, graphite on paper. 23 x 29 inches. Private collection.

25. Movement Series #7, 1980, graphite on rag paper. 23 x29 inches. Private collection.
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26.

26. In her Mystery Series, Cleary staged various poses and
compositions to create a narrative for the series.
27. Mystery Series #4, 1987, oil on canvas. 60 x 40 inches.
Estate of Manon Cleary.
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27.
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28.

28. Photographic study for Mystery Series.
29. Mystery Series #5, 1987, oil on canvas.
50 x 41 inches. Courtesy of Steve Krensky.

29.
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30.
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30. Mystery Series #3a, 1988, oil on canvas. 50 x 41 inches. Estate of Manon Cleary.
31. Mystery Series #8, 1988, oil on canvas. 60 x 48 inches. Private collection.

31.
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32. Man in Plastic Bag #6, 1995, graphite powder and pencil on paper. 25½ x 20 inches. Smithsonian American Art Museum, gift of F. Steven Kijek.
Photo © Smithsonian American Art Museum.

33. Man in Plastic Bag #5, 1995, graphite powder and pencil on paper. 25½ x 20 inches. Smithsonian American Art Museum, gift of F. Steven Kijek.
Photo © Smithsonian American Art Museum.
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It’s an obsession—I do go
crazy when I can’t work ... It’s
my salvation, my constant;
it’s always been there, and
it’s always going to be there
to fall back on, to hide in, or
whatever I need it for. It’s
always been there as my ego.
I think of myself as an artist
and then as a woman—in
that order.
36.

a series depicting Men in Plastic Bags, (Figs.
32 and 33, pages 26 and 27) which involved
especially complex effects of light on the
plastic bags and on the male figure within.
The examples in the exhibition document
the technical virtuosity with which the artist
captured the abstracted effect of light on the
clear plastic and the distortion of the human
figure within. As Cohen put it, “light catches
on the surfaces of synthetic material and
human skin to create a Rorschach of sorts.”
Two of these haunting images are in the
permanent collection of the Smithsonian
American Art Museum. Joann Moser,
the museum’s Deputy Chief Curator,
who chose the works, commented that
“Manon Cleary had a distinctive vision and
the extraordinary skills to realize it. Her
graphite drawings of wrapped figures suggest people who struggle with secrets that
restrict and suffocate them.” Other Cleary
works are owned by the Brooklyn Museum,
Corcoran Gallery of Art, and National Museum of Women in the Arts, among others.
Equally fascinating and challenging are
a series of graphite images of a man
encased in a black, opaque rubber mask.
Here, in addition to the challenge of rendering the effects of light on the silhouette,
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Cleary recorded nuanced reflections from
the hard, dark headgear worn by Kijek.
These were created at a time that the
artist, dependent on an oxygen machine
to breathe, felt she was losing her own
identity. (Fig. 35, page 28; Fig. 46, page 35)
Creating to the End
Plagued by chronic lung disease (COPD)
acquired from decades of work with toxic
fixtures, paint solvents, and graphite
powder, Cleary wasted away to 86 pounds
with 18 percent lung capacity. Undaunted,
she continued creating work, notably two
poignant series entitled Thinner (Fig. 49,
page 38), unsparing photos of her emaciated body, and Breathless (Fig. 50, page
39), graphites focusing on her contorted
face while gasping for air, reminiscent of
Edvard Munch’s The Scream.
With admirable fortitude, Cleary continued to create important art to the end of
her life. Asked what would happen if she
couldn’t paint or draw, Cleary responded,
“It’s an obsession—I do go crazy when
I can’t work ... It’s my salvation, my
constant; it’s always been there, and it’s
always going to be there to fall back on,
to hide in, or whatever I need it for. It’s
always been there as my ego. I think of

35. Steve in Rubber Mask (unfinished), 2001, graphite on paper. 28 x 21 inches. Estate of Manon Cleary.
36. This photograph illustrates how Cleary uses her photographic studies to create her artwork.

myself as an artist and then as a woman—in that order.”
Christopher Addison of Addison/Ripley
Fine Art in Washington, who was her
dealer at the end, recalls admiringly that
Cleary “was fearless, questing, generous
and, despite everything, optimistic. She
proved that while life is finite, there is no
limit to the human spirit.”
Toward the end of her life Cleary expressed
concern about the fate of her work: “My art
is my legacy, my children. I’m creating a
history for myself the same way someone
else would carry their genes forth. I care
where my paintings go and how they do in
the world, every one of them.”
Clearly, she need not have worried. The
abiding strength, aesthetic quality, and
timelessness of Manon Cleary’s unusual,
photography-based, realistically-depicted
human figures auger well for the enduring
importance of her art.
Stephen May is a Washington-based art historian,
writer and lecturer. He regrets that he never met
Manon Cleary, but appreciates getting to know her
through her work. He is grateful to her husband, F.
Steven Kijek, for his contributions to this essay. Kijek
is an indefatigable source of information and insight
about his wife and her work.
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Manon Cleary, Obsessive Observer:
A New Perspective Through Her
Photographic studies

I

remember Manon saying she began
using photography as reference in 1968
when she created her paintings and
drawings while she studied in Rome at
Tyler Abroad. Her early graphite drawings
were pretty much confined to replicating
the photo source with different exposures.
However, in her self-portraiture, Manon
was not only developing her technical virtuosity, but also a progressively complex
series of compositions.

37.

38.

39.

curiosity and dedication to her art. This
virtuosity of technique, composition and
use of light, came to a pinnacle before she
took photography classes at the Corcoran
School with Joe Cameron in 1978. At that
time, Manon was on yet another quest to
challenge herself artistically.

The positioning of her contortions in selfportraiture developed into abstractions by
the manipulation of several light sources.
So by the mid-1970s, even though she
was in the early stages of using photography, she had developed extremely complex figurative compositions, primarily using herself as the subject. She referred to
these works as “static” (Figs. 37-39, page
30). In Self Portrait, 1978 (Fig. 47, page
36), we see a very sophisticated juxtaposition of light that creates an abstraction
of the human figure. It is the very complex
lighting that makes the abstraction.

In a proposal to the University of the
District of Columbia 1983-1984 Faculty
Senate Research Program, Manon had
suggested drawings that were “... to vary
from previous works in the same material, in that they were to deal with the self
as subject in motion, and as such, were
to create a more abstracted and possibly
warmer image. I sought to bring more of a
feeling of flux, passage of time, and movement to my work, which previously dealt
with more static images. Through these
pieces, I had hoped to draw attention more
to the underlying abstract design qualities
of my work, beyond the simple technical
virtuosity which had been, in the past, their
draw for both public appreciation, commercial success, and critical note.”

I don’t really know if Manon was aware of
the complexities; I think this was her innate
ability to understand light in its relationship
to composition and the years of relentless

This new series was called Self Portraits:
Time, Movement and Light (A Series of
Graphite Drawings) (Figs. 23 and 25, pages
18-19; Figs. 40-43, pages 32-33). Manon’s

description of her photographic methodology reads as if it were from a professional
photographer. She explains: “Shot photos
of self using a low ASA film (Kodak Plus
X Pan ASA 125), at a very slow shutter
speed (15), in a darkened room with only
late afternoon sunlight as a light source.
A timer was used to allow for time to set
the F stop, focus the camera, and get into
the pose, before beginning to move as the
shutter closed ... Developed and printed
film, with variations in photo papers, filters,
and exposure times, producing approximately 10-15 different ‘images’ per negative for each potential drawing.”
It’s impressive to see the process by which
she transformed an initial concept utilizing
different light structures and compositions,
taking a variety of photographs, and pulling
different aspects of the figure from each to
create a single composition. It’s almost as
if she created a theme and then a variation
on that theme.
Now having a wider range of possibilities
produced from more advanced uses of
the camera, Manon was able to manifest a
new creative vision by juxtaposing a composition from a variety of different photographic elements. And she was success-

It’s impressive to see the process by which she transformed an initial concept utilizing different
light structures and compositions, taking a variety of photographs, and pulling different aspects of
the figure from each to create a single composition. It’s almost as if she created a theme and then a
variation on that theme.
37. Self Portrait, 1980, graphite on paper. Private collection.
38. Nude, 1978, graphite and pencil on paper. 29 x 23 inches. Private collection.
39. Nude, 1981, graphite on paper. 29 x 23 inches. Private collection.
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41. Movement Series #7, 1984, graphite on paper. 23 x 29. Private collection.

42. Movement Series #4, 1984, graphite on paper. 23 x 29. Private collection.

38. Movement Series #22, 1994, graphite on paper. 23 x 29. Private collection.

43. Movement Series #15, 1994, graphite on paper. 23 x 29. Private collection.
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ful: “As work progressed and confidence
developed, the images became more
abstracted. Abstraction of forms successfully freed me from reliance on photo images, with results being photographically
convincing, but not photographically accurate. A lot more of the creative ‘me’ entered
this body of work than in previous work.”
This genre, later known as her Movement
Series, would continue intermittently for
several decades.
In between these periods of the Movement
Series, Manon continued to paint and draw,
employing the same varied supplemental
photographic studies, but now she was
using the photographic studies to initially
explore a variety of poses to complete the
painting’s compositions.
To achieve the concept for the painting of
Randy (Fig. 44, page 34), Manon had an afternoon photo shoot with him and randomly
shot photos until she found what she was
looking for: a youthful hustler, sitting on
her living room floor against a wall, bathed
in the setting sunlight through which the
Venetian blinds striped his naked body with
light and shadow. It’s a master work.
The same process of searching for positions and creating composition was used
for the Mystery Series (Fig. 13, page 12;
Fig. 27, page 21; Fig. 29, page 23; Figs.
30-31, pages 24-25). Hundreds of photos
were taken until Manon had found the
exact forms of her body to complete the
paintings’ compostions.
It wasn’t until the early 1990s that she
radically shifted direction altogether with
the creation of Men In Plastic Bags (Fig.
1, page 3; Figs. 32-33, pages 26-27). The
concept was confirmed: she would put
her male models in large clear plastic
bags and photograph them in different poses. Each graphite drawing was
executed from a single photograph.

44.
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44. Randy, 1977, oil on canvas. Private collection.
45. Photographic study for Randy, 1977.

45.

Artistically, this was a sharp change of
direction moving from her earlier abstractions of the human figure. These are also
different from what she had conveyed in
the Movement Series. This abstraction of
light, didn’t use the contortions of her body
for its structure, but instead it incorporates
a translucency and the reflective qualities

of the plastic to create the abstraction of
light on the figure. Replacing the smooth
gliding of light and darkness on her previous graphites, in the Men In Plastic Bags
series, Manon fractured and attenuated the
light and darkness on the figures’ surface
with the aid of the plastic covering. Again
she had challenged herself and her technical abilities, and she succeeded.
Even during Manon’s periods of extreme illness she had the will to create. In 1998, with
a doctor’s misdiagnosis of an eating disorder, and collapsing at 86 pounds with 18
percent lung capacity, Manon still created.
With her twin sister, Shirley Cleary-Cooper
as photographer, Manon created Thinner:
a series of six photographs illustrating
her significantly emaciated physical state
and her fading sense of self, all with the
use of light (Fig. 49, page 38). In 2000, still
unable to use the solvents, terpenoids,
and fixatives necessary in creating her
art, Manon courageously and cleverly
produced the Breathless Series (Fig. 50,
page 39). This series gives the viewer a
frighteningly intimate invitation into her
existence as she struggled to breathe with
such drastically low lung capacity.
Again, light is playing a major role in the
composition: it is static scintillation as
if the minute scratches of light are the
oxygen that she’s desperately trying to
consume. The image’s darkness contains and immobilizes her to the point
that her facial proximity draws us into the
extreme experience of struggling for air.
What technique Manon used to create the
Breathless Series, I don’t know, but once
I was talking to her about it, she said, “It’s
very complicated, Steve. It’s not like I just
pressed my face against a photocopier
and pressed the button.”
When we met, Manon was intrigued by
my rubber fetish and immediately wanted
to do a photo shoot of me in a full rubber
suit. She was captivated by how with
the rubber acted like a second skin on
the body—not white but black. Not softly
reflecting light, but sharply reflecting the
light. This type of darkness was a complete opposite from what she had drawn
for decades.

46. Steve in Rubber Mask, 2001, graphite on paper. Estate of Manon Cleary.

46.

After a three-year absence from drawing
due to her failing health, Manon found
new inspiration and was drawing again.
As was her technique for her art—pulling
the light out of the darkness—she took
multiple photographs of me in rubber to
see how light curved on the rubber in one
photograph, versus ripples of darkness
and light in another.
Unfortunately Manon was only able to
complete one drawing in the Rubber
Series, as the materials she used were
taking a toll on her lungs. A second drawing remains unfinished.
I consider myself very fortunate to have
been married to Manon. She was a great
artist and I absorbed so much from
observing her in the studio and in life. She
shared with me many great gifts—the
greatest being the life of an artist. It is
with these gifts that I bring you this firsttime exhibition: Manon Cleary, Obsessive
Observer: A New Perspective Through
Her Photographic Studies.
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47. Self-portrait, 1978, graphite with smudging and erasing on ivory wove paper. 19 x 25 inches. The Jalane and Richard Davidson Collection at the Art Institute of Chicago.
48. Photographic study for Self-portrait, 1978.
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49. Manon Cleary and Shirley Cleary-Cooper, Thinner #1-6, 1999, digital prints on paper. Estate of Manon Cleary.
50. Selected prints from the Breathless Series, 2000, digital prints on photo paper. Estate of Manon Cleary.
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